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Tell your students to prepare for the computerized NBCOT OTR exam with the book that comes

with a money-back guarantee that they will pass the test! Over 1,000 review questions in five

practice examinations help them to identify areas of weakness and improve their test taking

performance. The questions familiarize them with the format of the questions in the actual

examination."The key to passing the test is not only knowledge, but practicing taking multiple-choice

questions, and these questions most closely match the ones on the exam. I think that this is the

best exam review guide on the market." Ã‚Â Ã¢â‚¬â€•Ã‚Â Paula Kramer, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA,

University of the Sciences in Philadelphia"The greatest strength of these review questions is that

there are so many questions rich in diverse material and that the questions are so similar to the

questions on the actual exam. Additionally, the explanations help in correcting the reader if he/she is

thinking on the wrong track. As a former student, I would have felt far more comfortable taking the

test after having finished reviewing all these questions." Ã¢â‚¬â€• Amy Perez, OTR/L, Graduate

from Xavier University
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Despite the fact that this was published over 10 years ago, it was by far the most helpful resource

for preparing for the NBCOT exam taken in March of 2015! I used the AOTA online test prep,

TheraEd and the questions on the CD accompanying this Review Guide. The questions on the

actual exam most closely resembled those on the CD coming with this book! When loading the CD,



the program looks online for "updates" and seemed to pull in more test questions (I'm not sure if it

somehow took away outdated questions). The explanations for the answers were also extremely

helpful...more so than other test preps used. Citations for answers are provided in the answers, so

you are able to take note of whether the information is outdated. For the most part, the only

questions I stayed away from were those on Standards of practice. I passed on my first

attempt...thank you Johnson, Lorch and DeAngelis!

Highly recommend this book for anyone studying for the OTR NBCOT exam as an addition to other

studying materials. I used it along with the therapy ed book and felt it really helped prepare me to

the kind of questions that were on the actual exam. Only thing I wish was different was the

questions on the CD were the same as the ones in the book. The CD was good for customizing an

exam but would have been better if I had not known what the answers were going to be. Besides for

that small negative, no other complaints :-)

Good things-1) These books covers many questions from different domains. It gives a lot of

information and its references.It was definitely helpful in passing exam for the first time.2) This is a

good book for starting exam preparation.Not so good things-1) Questions are simple and straight

forward. Exam questions are not so easy.So do not evaluate yourself based on this book.2)

Questions are repetitive in CD and booklet.3) CST questions are not included in the book. Hope this

helps.

I worked through all 800 questions and then attempted the NBCOT online practice test and was

shocked at the difference in questions. The 1 line and straight-forward questions in this study guide

do not prepare a person for the clinical reasoning required for NBCOT questions, and I felt like I had

just wasted 2 weeks of study time on this guide. I bought the Rita Fleming study guide after this one

and feel it is a much better study guide with more challenging questions, and best of all has a

thorough review of information included with the study guide.

Excellent study guide with detailed explanation for each selection from choice a to d. I'm glad I

bought this book. I give it five star and WHEN I pass I would give it 100 stars!!!!! Good luck all you

future OTR's.

This book is awesome! The questions mimic what is on the exam and I know the questions helped



me PASS. I recommend it to anyone studying to take the NBCOT.

I read previous reviews about this study book and have to agree that it is an excellent resource for

preparing to take the NBCOT exam. The questions asked resemble those on the exam, but I

actually found this book most helpful in that it gave me insight into what I DIDN'T know and thus

needed to study. I started my study process by taking Exam 1, studied the subject areas where I

scored the weakest, then took Exam 2, etc.....Used in conjunction with the online tests NBCOT

offers and my own study notes I felt very well prepared to take the exam and earned a passing

score. Good luck and happy studying!

I got this book after my classmates recommended it after passing the exam. This book helped me to

pass the exam because it offers numerous practice exams, which offer questions and multiple

answers that are framed just as the real exam questions are. It offers a practice exam to help you

focus just on populations too. The questions are challenging enough, but not overly difficult as I

have seen in other practice exam materials. For every question there are rationales explaining the

right and wrong answers. It was very helpful and I recommend taking these practice exams shortly

before the test.
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